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Why LSi ?
For over 35 years, LSi has been the entertainment technology industry’s
leading title, delivering an authoritative and trusted voice that businesses and
professionals around the world value and respect.
With an array of cross-platform opportunities available - from print and digital
to email and online marketing - our bespoke packages ensure that you will
get your brand in front of key decision makers, in ways that best suit your
budget and with measurable return on investment (ROI).
Our multiple platforms enable us to help you identify the right channels for
your marketing to ensure maximum impact by increasing brand awareness,
generating sales conversations and putting you in-front of high-grade
prospects.

Key stats
Circulation
LSi (print)

3,143*

LSi (digital)

8,955*

Total

12,098*

Total Readership

17,441^*

Online
LSiOnline.com (page views)

The only industry title to be ABC-audited, LSi guarantees your message
will reach designers, specifiers, engineers, manufacturers, consultants,
end-users, venue managers, production crew and more. All our data is
frequently revised and updated to ensure GDPR compliance and the best
possible audience reach.

• Readership spanning over 190 countries
• Independently audited print edition (ABC)
• Market leading position for over 35 years
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20,499 pcm*

News Headlines Subscribers

9,607*

Eshot Subscribers

8,130*

Social icon

Square
Only use blue and/or white.
For more details check out our
Brand Guidelines.

8,418

followers

6,358
followers

*Figures as of 30 June 2022 (print figure verified by ABC)
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^Research shows each print issue is read by an average of 2.7 people
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LSi Magazine

25% of our readers

51% don’t read our
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are exclusive to LSi*

main competitor mag*

^Research shows each print issue is

*Source: Independent Survey by
Fusion Insight & Strategy
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Meyer Sound Ultra

-X20

Mark Johnson reviews
Meyer Sound’s compact
installed and portable
wide-coverage loudspeaker
applications . . .
for

Sometimes smaller
is better. The Ultra-X20
of looks like a big
kind
UPM, another mainstay
of the
Meyer Sound product
line. Larger than
the UPM but
smaller than the
UPJ-1P, it weighs
in at just 12kg
and is just under
19cm wide, a bit
more than 48cm
tall, and a little more
than 22cm deep.
All things
considered, that’s
about half the weight
of
the Ultra-X40. Three
versions are available:
the Ultra-X20 that
provides 110° by
50°
coverage via a rotatable
Mark’s long career
Constant-Q horn;
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the Ultra-X22 that
diverse experiences
offers a
in live and
by 50° coverage through narrower 80°
broadcast audio mixing,
a rotatable horn,
production
and the Ultra-X23,
management, plus
which delivers wide
pro audio tech
coverage in both
support, sales, marketing
axis (110° by 110°).
and PR. He
has also
ABOUT THE EXPERT
MARK JOHNSON

been a writer for,
and editor
of various industry
trade publications.
Mark is currently
Program Director
for Show Production
BSc at Full Sail
University in Florida.

Looking inside the
cabinet, a three-channel
Class D amplifier
provides 860W peak
total output power,
which
unclipped peak voltage is the maximum
that the amp will
produce into the
nominal load impedance.
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The internal components
of the Ultra-X20
comprise two 5”
cone drivers in a
concentric driver
configuration, and
a 2” diaphragm compression
frequency driver
high
mounted to a rotatable
horn. Meyer
Sound espouses
the concentric driver
setup over
a coaxial configuration,
and they have benefits
as reduced distortion
such
from both the high
and the low
drivers, no thermal
interaction between
the drivers,
and no Doppler effects
due to the movement
low frequency cone.
of the
DESIGN & ENCLOSURE
Aside from size,
another major differentiator
between the Ultra-X20
and the Ultra-X40
is the
material used for
the enclosures. The
Ultra-X40 uses
birch multi-ply wood
whilst the Ultra-X20
sits in an
aluminium enclosure
with a slightly textured
finish. There have
black
been fibreglass and
composite
enclosures from
other manufacturers
before, and
many column line
arrays, as well as
Meyer Sound’s

CAL column array
loudspeaker series,
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the power-to-size
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powder-coated perforated system. The grille, meanwhile,
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steel.
The amplifier heatsinks
take up approximately
cabinet real estate,
half of the rear
with the remainder
being I/O and power.
Input is three-pin
XLR female with
a looping male XLR
connector. Meyer
output
offers optional five-pin
XLR connections
provide balanced
that
audio and RMServer
(Remote Monitoring

C Meyer Sound Ultra-X20
C Behind the grille sit

two cone drivers
and
a diaphragm compression
driver, as well as
a rotatable
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LSi offers the industry’s best coverage of entertainment technology in all its forms as well
as technical reviews of the products and in-depth profiles of the people and companies
who make it all possible. LSi has an independently audited print circulation (ABC),
meaning you get the exposure you’ve been promised.
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Double-Page Spread
Inside Front Cover
Inside Back Cover
Outside Back Cover
Digital Edition Enhancements

Tech Specs

Other options

Embedded Video

Mailing Inserts

Flashing Weblink

Bellyband, Gatefold, False Cover, Tip-on

8.

1. Full page
Trim: w.210mm x h.297mm
Bleed: w.216mm x h.303mm

2. DPS
Trim: w.420mm x h.297mm
Bleed: w.426mm x h.303mm
Allow 12-15mm gutter in centre for binding

3. Half Landscape
w.190mm x h.135mm

4. Half Portrait
w.90mm x h.277mm

5. Third Landscape
w.190mm x h.90mm

6. Third Portrait
w.59mm x h.277mm

7. Quarter
w.92mm x h.135mm

8. Quarter Strip
w.190mm x h.65mm

Artwork should be supplied as a print-ready PDF
with CMYK images and embedded fonts
All colours (including Pantone colours) MUST be converted to CMYK
Email artwork to: artwork@plasa.org
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LSi Digital Edition
Our popular Digital Edition is available on desktop, laptop and mobile devices.
Over 70% of Digital Edition readers are unique to this format and 65% of them are
international, making it a perfect platform to maximise your exposure across the
industry.
We have a wide variety of digital-only advertising opportunities available in our
Digital Edition at competitive prices, to ensure you get that truly global reach.

8,955
subscribers

In 2021 our Digital users
increased by 97%

Over 70%

65% overseas

unique audience

readership

16.6% - Europe (exc. UK)

LSi
Digital Edition
readers
by location

2.7% - Oceania
7% - Asia
38.8% - Americas
0.5% - Africa
34.4% - UK

Figures as of 31 May 2022
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Digital Edition Opening Ad

Digital Edition Banner Ad
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Size: w.768 x h.1024 px

Digital Edition Skyscraper Ad

Digital Edition Interstitial Ad

SOLD
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2022

Desktop: w.728 x h.90 px
Mobile: w.320 x h.50 px

Size: w.160 x h.700 px

Desktop: w.768 x h.576 px
w.576 x h.768 px
Mobile: w.480 x h.320 px
w.320 x h.480 px

• Prime position opposite cover

• Positioned underneath the issue

• Book one or both sides

• Visible on all devices (in landscape
double-page mode)

• Visible on every page

• Visible on every page

• Pop-up ad

• Visible on all devices

• Visible on desktop version only

• Visible after 5 page swipes

• Appears on all issues inc. archive

• Appears on all issues inc. archive

• Visible on all devices

• Weblink to your chosen url

• Weblink to your chosen url

• Weblink to your chosen url

• Appears on all issues inc. archive
• Weblink to your chosen url

Digital Edition In-Flow Ad

Digital Edition Article MPU

Digital Edition Article Banner

LSi-View app

SOLD
FO R
2022

Desktop: w.768x h.1024 px
Mobile: w.250 x h.970 px

Size: w.300 x h.250 px

Desktop: w.728 x h.90 px
Mobile: w.300 x h.50 px

• ‘Digital only’ full page advert option

• Displays in Article View mode only

• Displays in Article View mode only

• Displays in your chosen position
within the run of the issue

• Visible on all devices

• Visible on all devices

• Appears on all issues inc. archive

• Appears on all issues inc. archive

• Weblink to your chosen url

• Weblink to your chosen url

• Visible
on all devices
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524120
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• Weblink
to your chosen url

Tablet: w.728 x h.90 px
Mobile: w.320 x h.50 px

• Exclusive sponsorship of the
LSi-View app on Android and iOS
• Banner advert on Home page

LSi clearly has no equal
in the industry . . .
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Online Advertising
LSiOnline is the world’s number one site for up-to-the-minute
industry news, vacancies and events. With a strong global
audience it’s the ideal platform to get your brand seen
worldwide.
Banner

Average monthly* stats:

Users 10,045

Sessions 16,274

67% of users
are international

Page views 20,490

Total ad imps 927,994
global audience across

Leaderboard

1

w.870px x h.107px
(Max. 6 ads rotating
across both positions)

2

2

Large MPU
w.270px x h.380px
(Max. 3 ads per month)

Skyscraper (x2)

5

w.115px x h.600px
(Exclusive option)

MPU
w.270px x h.270px
(Max. 3 ads per month)

180+ countries
* From 1 Jan 2022 - 31 May 2022

3
22.4% - Europe (exc. UK)

6
1.4% - Africa

LSiOnline
users
by location

2.6% - Oceania
14% - Asia

Featured Video

M

YouTube link,
50 words for website,
25 words for email
(Various positions available)

26.8% - Americas

6
32.8% - UK

M
File specification:
Max size: 500kb
Animation: 10sec
Files: gif, jpeg, png

t +44 (0)1323 524120
e: advertise@lsionline.com

w.1170px x h.145px
(Exclusive option)

4

3

Email Advertising
News Headlines email
Weekly email sent to industry contacts featuring a round-up of the
week’s industry news including: business deals, projects, people,
products, events, training, industry issues and the latest industry
vacancies.

YOUR WEEKLY INDUSTRY NEWS HEADLINES

7

Our list is 100% subscribed to ensure GDPR compliance and offer
you the best possible audience reach.

7

Top Banner
w.462px x h.57px

7
6

9,607

Av. open rate:

Av. subscribers

38.5%

Featured Video
See Online Advertising,
on page 8

Av. click-throughs:

17.2% (total links)

Figures from 1 Jan 2022 - 31 May 2022

File specification:
Max size: 250kb
NO ANIMATION
Files: gif, jpeg, png

LSi
News Headlines
subscribers
by location

14.5% - USA
32.5% - Rest of world

9

53% - UK

MPU
w.175px x h.125px
(Position varies)

Mid Banner

8

w.380px x h.47px

Job Posting
4 weeks on website
and News Headlines

t +44 (0)1323 524120
e: advertise@lsionline.com

Solus Eshots
All recipients have ‘opted in’ to receive third party information,
meaning our audience is 100% GDPR compliant and emails are
only sent to active data.

Effective e-marketing

8,128

Average
open rate

32%

Average
CTR

Average
CTR:

5.2%
8,128
Effective
e-marke
32%
Average
recipients

Average
open rate

5.2%

Average
CTR

LSiOnline eshot distribution by discipline

1.98% - Oceania

AV / VIDEO / PROJECTION : 36.2%

1.98% - Oceania

LIGHTING : 66.4%

4.88% - Asia

LSiOnline
eshot
RIGGING / STAGING : distribution
33.2%
by location

11.89% - Americas

LSiOnline eshot distribution by discipline
LSiOnline
AUDIO : 48%
eshot
distribution
by location
AV / VIDEO / PROJECTION : 36.2%

0

19.16% - Europe (exc. UK)
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19.16% - Europe (exc. UK)

0

54.65% - UK

32%

LSiOnline eshot distribution by discipline

500

3.27% - Africa & ME

8,130

5.2%
Effective
e-marketing

AUDIO : 48%

11.89% - Americas

Average
Open Rate:

Average
recipients
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4.88% - Asia

0

1.98% - Oceania

500

19.16% - Europe (exc. UK)

L

4.88% - Asia
11.89% - Americas
3.27% - Africa & ME

OTHER : 27.6%

3.27% - Africa & ME

LIGHTING : 66.4%

54.65% - UK

RIGGING / STAGING : 33.2%

54.65% - UK

OTHER : 27.6%

BOOK YOUR SLOT NOW, CONTACT:
advertise@lsionline.com | +44 1323 524 120

by day

URSDAY
31.7%

Average
recipients

LSiOnline eshot open rates

LSiOnline eshot av. open rates by day
HTML specification:
Fixed table width 600px. Please supply an html file comprising of both text and images to maximise reach.
It is best practice to use in-line html coding rather than style sheets., and <divs> should not be used as
these are not rendered correctly by some email clients.
FRIDAY
31.8%

We advise that you also test the html on several email clients (eg Outlook, Gmail, Apple Mail) for rendering
compatibility.
MONDAY
32.2%

t +44 (0)1323 524120
e: advertise@lsionline.com

WEDNESDAY
32.3%

THURSDAY
31.7%

Figures as of 31 May 2022

LSiOnline eshot av. openBOOK
rates YOUR
by daySLOT NOW, CONTACT:
advertise@lsionline.com | +44 1323 524 120
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31.8%

B
adver
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THE INDUSTRY’S
FAVOURITE
MAGAZINE

BE WISE

WHEN YOU ADVERTISE

Everyone wants to get what they pay for. LSi is independently
verified by ABC, because we want our advertisers to know
they’re getting the exposure they’ve been promised.
ABC. See it. Believe it. Trust it.
To advertise call +44 (0)1323 524120
P www.lsionline.com

www.abc.org.uk

PAPER LOVES

TREES
European forests, which provide
wood for making paper, paper
packaging and many other
products, have been growing by
1,500 football pitches every day!
Source: Forest and Agricultural Organisation of the
United Nations (FAO), 2005 - 2020.
European Forests: EU27 + Norway, Switzerland and the UK.

Discover the
story of paper
www.lovepaper.org

®

ADVERTISING ENQUIRIES

Jamie Mould
jamie.mould@plasa.org
+44 1323 524 133

Natasha Adams
natasha.adams@plasa.org
+44 1323 524 134

t +44 (0)1323 524120
e: advertise@lsionline.com

ASK US ABOUT PLASA MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

